
Gardening volunteers

Purpose:
We’re looking for gardening volunteers to help plant up our new beds as part of the recent
redevelopment to the front of our building.

The project will run over 3 weekly Sunday sessions in April and May. We will also run an
introductory session in April where volunteers can get to know each other and help us put
together our plant shopping list, so that the garden reflects those who created it.

We would love to build a pool of volunteers who are able to come in on a regular basis after
the planting has finished to water the plants and help with maintenance of the beds.

No prior experience is required to participate. Volunteers will receive training during the
introduction and sessions will be led by a trained gardener.

Location:
Stanley Arts, 12 South Norwood Hill, London, SE25 6AB
We will be outdoors for a large portion of each session (weather dependent)

Time Commitment:
This volunteering opportunity will run between April - September 2023. To participate in the
programme, we’d like volunteers to attending the following dates:

● Monday 3rd April, 6 - 7.30pm for introduction and garden planning
● Sunday 23rd April, 2 - 4pm planting session
● Sunday 30th April, 2 - 4pm planting session
● Sunday 7th May, 2 - 4pm planting session

Between May - September there will be a rota so that volunteers regularly come in to water
and weed the plants. This is likely to be for 1 or 2 hour slots but times and dates are flexible.



Support and Supervision:
The volunteer facilitator for this role will be Tracy who is a freelance gardener, artist and
former gardening volunteer at Stanley Arts.

Tracy is an interdisciplinary artist, gardener, and mental health advocate. She has always
been curious about nature and its restorative properties, and has a particular interest in the
interplay between historic architecture and green spaces. Tracy’s current practice combines
digital media, sound and performance. The aim of her practice is to create experiences
which combine art and horticulture, in order to provide space for inspiration, reflection and
healing.

Sessions will also be supported by Moa, Learning and Engagement Manager at Stanley Arts.

Skills/Experience Required:
No prior experience is required to participate. We would however welcome applications from
people with the following characteristics:

● Enthusiastic about trying something new and meeting people
● Reliable and keen to get involved
● Keen to share their own experience of gardening, cooking or food history
● An interest in plants or biodiversity

Selection Procedure:
If you would like to join us, please email moa@stanleyarts.org by Friday 31st March. It’d be
great to hear:

● What interests you about the role?
● What do you hope to gain from taking part?
● Are you available for all of the dates outlined above?

Benefits to the Volunteer:
● Expenses paid for up to £12 a day
● 10% discount in the cafe
● Behind the scenes tour of Stanley Arts
● Support with building skills and experience for career development

Named contact
Moa Taylor Hodin, Heritage Engagement Manager
Moa@stanleyarts.org

This project is generously supported by the GLA’s Grow Back Greener fund.
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